
It’s probably time to … 

Clear the mechanism! 
 

I’m talking a lot about movies lately. This week, I want to 

refer to one called ‘For the love of the game’, with Kevin 

Costner. In the movie he plays Billy Chapel, a successful but 

ageing pitcher for the Detroit Tigers baseball club. He is at 

the tail-end of an illustrious career, is becoming plagued by 

injuries and consequently missing games. He finally gets 

himself fit again and selected for the most important game 

of the season. He starts the game well and, about half way 

through, has had no runs scored off him at all. With each 

innings he pitches with no runs scored  … the rare occurence 

of a ‘no-hitter’ is becoming more likely. A ‘no-hitter’ is when a 

pitcher completes all nine innings with no runs scored for the 

entire game … it’s an extra-ordinary achievement. 

 
As he gets into the latter stage of the game his shoulder injury is starting to flare up, he is 
beginning to tire and doubt starts creeping into his mind. He begins thinking about his age and 
stamina. He starts to worry whether his shoulder will hold up. He becomes very aware of all the 
noises around him … the trains, the crowd and the players. He can start to clearly hear 
opposition supporters yelling profanities at him, he starts losing confidence and … he loses 
focus. 
 
The good news for Billy is that, throughout his long 
career, he has been in this position many times 
before and … he has a strategy. He knows he can’t 
possibly pitch successfully with all of the noise and 
distractions around or with the doubts in his mind … 
so he says to himself ‘clear the mechanism’! With that 
simple statement the noise disappears, focus returns 
and all he can see is the catcher telling him what ball 
to pitch. He winds, pitches and … ‘bang’ another 
strike! He gets through the entire game and has 
achieved the impossible of a ‘no-hitter’ … all 
because he was able to deliberately and totally clear 

the mechanism! 
 
This is not a real-life story and Billy Chapel is a fictional character, but isn’t it true that we often 
let the noise of life and the voice in our own head cloud and distract us from the job at hand? 
Have you ever had to study for an exam in your life? No fun … is it? Have you ever been 
distracted by TV, friends, the internet, chocolate or anything else that’s more fun than study? 
Have you ever started a health and fitness regime? I think we all have. Isn’t is incredible how, the 
moment you make a decision to take control of your health, you will start to doubt yourself and 
be tempted by food, friends and comfort? 
 



Decide what’s important, get focussed and clear the mechanism! 
You are probably aware – as I talk about it in almost every blog – I’m blessed to be able to work 
with some amazing people as they strive to become published authors. The biggest barrier I find 
for aspiring authors is a clogged mechanism! What I mean is … writing their book somehow gets 
lost in the myriad of other things they have going on in their lives and distorted by the self-
deception that is happening in the six inches between their ears. 
 
Consider this scenario, as I’m sure you’ve experienced in some aspiration or another … your 
goal is to write your book which goes onto become a bestseller, impact many lives, help others 
and create a significant income stream that will change your whole deal. Sounds like a great idea 
… doesn’t it? The problem is you are trying to squeeze it in amongst family commitments, work 
stresses, social pressures and sleep! In your head you are wrestling with self-doubts that you can 
do it, other people’s negative opinions and whether it will be successful or not. Wow … that’s a 
busy, noisy and cluttered brain! That’s an untidy, rusty and clogged mechanism that will ensure 
that your writing machine will move … no where! 
 
I can only tell you about me and my story. When I decided to write my first book I was working 
in my two businesses for 12-15 hours seven days per week. I was trying to maintain a 
relationship, have a social life, keep fit & healthy and sleep. In the beginning, when I sat down to 
write, my brain was a messy and busy place ... it was full of doubts as to whether someone with 
a football and fitness background, with minimal time and skills, could actually become an author. 
I was distracted with all the other things I knew I should be attending to … particularly a café 
that was failing. 
 
I would sit down, get overwhelmed, fumble around for a while and … get nothing done. Can 
you relate? I got frustrated, almost to the point of giving up on the idea, until I stopped myself 
and thought about how important writing this book would be for me and my life …I decided it 
was a priority. I then found pockets of time in my hectic day … 15 minutes here and 30 minutes 
there. At the time, whilst I never knew about the concept of ‘clearing the mechanism’ … I sat 
down for that small window of time and I focussed on the job. I turned off my phone, I locked 
my office door, I shut down my email, I narrowed my vision and … I cleared the mechanism. The 
result was … in about four months I had somehow written a 50,000 word manuscript.  
 
What do you want in your life and what do you need to do to achieve it? You know the answer 
to that question … don’t you? You’re negotiating the price … aren’t you? You are saying to 
yourself … you’re too busy, too distracted, not good enough and you’re listening to the wrong 
people. Is it worth learning how to ‘clear the mechanism’ and making good of the very thing 
that will give you everything you want in life? I hope so … for your sake. Yes, you have other 
things in your life and yes, they are important. What I’m talking about is ... understanding when 
it’s time to focus on writing your book, improving your health, strengthening your relationship, 
building your business or achieving anything that’s important. 
 
During that particular period of time … remove all distractions, learn how to 
single-task (a great book by Devora Zack), think only positive & uplifting 
thoughts, turn down the volume of the noise in your head, focus on the job 
at hand for that short pocket of time and … Clear The Mechanism! When 
you can master this skill, you will maximise your time and achieve more than 
you ever though possible … enjoy your shiny, clear, smooth and efficient 
mechanism. 
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